
PUPPY TRAINING

(10 Weeks and up)

Our puppy training program has been built, modified and rebuilt continuously over the past 35 years. We started

training puppies at a time when (believe it or not?) the vast majority of professional trainers said it was best to wait

until the puppy was at least 6 months old or older to start training. In the mid 80s our training director questioning

the industry standards at the time sought out and trained under some of the world’s foremost authorities on dog

training. It was at this time that we developed our first “Puppy Training Program” and unleashed it on the dog owning

community. It was not long and our phone was ringing off of

the hook as pet owners, veterinarians and pet professionals were requesting our services! It was an exciting time and

people were seeing the light as a result of having what is now considered a crucial head start. The industry was about

to change, supported by not only the results we (and like minded trainers) were getting but by the science supporting

early puppy training! Today, puppy training programs are the norm, but it wasn’t always so. We were fortunate to have

had the vision and desire to question the industry at the time. Over the last three and a half decades we have

continued to reach out and study under some of the World’s Top Authorities on Puppy Training. We continue to grow

and develop our puppy programs with the goal of bringing you and your pup the most current and successful methods

for raising and developing your “Pet Dog, Sport Dog or Working dog”!

Our Puppy Program is designed to help get you and your puppy off to the right start! We focus on building social skills,

habituation, learning and reward systems, teaching obedience foundation skill sets, task work (Working and Sport Dogs)

basic manners, house training and addressing and preventing concerns that may come in the future with maturity. With

a solid puppy foundation, it makes coming into the teenage and adult dog’s maturity much easier, as well as preventing

the learning of bad habits that will have to be addressed in the adult dog. In many ways puppy training is the most

important training you’ll ever do with your dog.

With a good puppy foundation it will make advanced training skills easier to learn for both dog and owner as well as

improving the quality of life for all involved.

To help prevent any misunderstanding in regards to your puppies maturity, we have provided a chart as a general guide

to age and maturity expectations.

For example:

Dog vs. Human

16 week old puppy = to a 8 year old child

1 Year old dog = to a 14 year old child

2 Year old dog = to a 21 year old Adult

We recommend starting as soon as possible. Puppy programs can start at (8-16 Weeks).



Recommended Program for Puppy’s

At 8 Weeks:

Evaluation:

To assess your puppy’s temperament, the owner's training goals and the best training plan based on our

Professional Assessment.

8-16 Weeks:

Private Training (4 Private Lessons)

● The ABCs of Socialization/Habituation (social skills and self confidence)

● Relationship building.

● Learn how to establish clear communication Yes (good)/N0 (bad).

● Learn “Reward Systems” for training, exercise, fun or for task specific goals

(Working and Sport Dogs)

● Basic Learning Systems (sit, down, coming when called, heel etc.)

● Learn how to understand and apply obedience foundation goals that are age appropriate.

● Basic handling exercises for grooming and veterinary visits.

● Learn how to prevent and or address bad habits (house breaking, chewing, digging etc.)

● Our private training programs will be designed around you and your pup. If you have specific needs or

long term goals; we will make it a point to make sure your needs are our priority!

At 16 weeks, you can continue Private Lessons or move over to Group Classes or Board N Train, based on

your individual goals. Your trainer can recommend a program that would best fit you, your dog, and your

goals.

Daycare 1-2 Days a week (to help develop dog on dog social skills)

● Trainer can recommend an appropriate daycare schedule for your puppy after the 1st visit.

Boarding 16 weeks and up: If you are going out of town, our boarding program will help build

confidence while improving or maintaining your pup’s manners, social skills, and training.

FOR PRICES PLEASE SEE BELOW.

A Low budget program for puppy’s:

Group Classes:

16 Weeks: K9 Elementary

20 Weeks: K9 High

24 Weeks: K9 Collage

16 Weeks and up: Daycare 1-2 Days a week (to help develop dog on dog social skills)

● Trainer can recommend an appropriate daycare schedule for your puppy after the 1st visit.

FOR PRICES PLEASE SEE BELOW.



GROUP CLASSES

(Puppies 16 wks. to Adult)

Our group classes are designed with the family pet in mind. Our classes focus on setting a foundation to

develop your ideal canine companion!

Our College classes reach beyond the average family pet’s needs, and focuses on building off leash

reliability, problem solving, socialization, confidence building, and so much more.

GROUP CLASSES PRICES DESCRIPTION

K9 ELEMENTARY

(Step 1)
$200

A 4-week course for puppies (16 wks.+) to adults. We focus on teaching basic

behaviors, manners, problem solving, and obedience.

(Required prior to taking K9 High)

K9 High

(Step 2)
$200

A 4-week course focusing on reliability using a mixture of modern and

traditional training methodology.

(K9 Elementary required)

K9 College

(Step 3)
$200

A 4-week course working on advanced behaviors and fine-tuning existing

skills with the goal of off leash reliability.

(k9 High required)

Class enrollment opens up 2 weeks prior to the scheduled start date.

Class schedule is located at the bottom right of our homepage at www.k9development.com

If you have any questions, please, feel free to call/text us at 209-858-5134.

Thank you, K9 Development



PRIVATE LESSONS

(Puppies 8 wks. to Adult)

Private lessons are a one-on-one training program designed to work towards your specific goals in a format

that best suits you and your dog’s needs.  Yes, this is like having your own personal Dog Coach!  We have

successfully trained a multitude of dogs and handlers for a variety of roles.  From pet obedience, top level

competition dogs and professional working dogs.  Our programs while unique to you and your dog, tend to

focus on:

● Relationship Development with learning and reward systems.

● Socialization (Dog on Dog, Livestock, human and environmental interaction)

● Obedience (sit, down, come, heel, stay, bed) with the goal of off leash reliability

● Problem Prevention and Solving (Anxieties, Aggression, Chewing, Digging, etc.)

● General Manors (Jumping, Counter Surfing, Barking, lunging, accepting grooming etc.)

● Specialty Training on request (Tracking/Trailing, Detection, Service Dogs, Completive Performance

etc.)

PRIVATE LESSONS PRICE DESCRIPTION

Evaluation

(Required)
$125

An evaluation of your dog and your training goals.

We’ll outline our expectations based on your dog's temperament and

recommend the best program to reach your goals.

1 (1 hr.) Lesson $140

1 (1 hr.) Private Lesson customized to work toward your specific goals, at

the speed of you and your dog.

PACKAGES PRICE PRIVATE TRAINING PACKAGES

4 (1 hr.) Lessons $500

Four (1 hr.) Private lessons, customized to work toward your specific goals,

at the speed of you and your dog.

(Save $60)

If you have any questions please feel free to call/text us at 209-858-5134.

Thank you,

K9 Development



 BOARD N’ TRAIN

(Puppies 16 wks. to Adult)

Our Board N’ Train program has been continuously developing for over 35 years.  Our program is immersive and your dog will

experience a 24/7 learning and training program customized to their specific needs. In order to help with your long-term success,

we encourage follow up training so that you can learn how to reinforce the skills your dog has learned.  Each Board N Train dog

receives additional training and socialization through our Boarding and Daycare Program. Our goals include but are not limited to:

BOARD N’ TRAIN PRICE DESCRIPTION

Evaluation (Required) $125

An evaluation of your dog and your training goals.

We’ll outline our expectations based on your dog's temperament and

recommend the best program to reach your goals.

2 Weeks

+ 1 Private Lesson
$2100

2 Week Board N' Train

- 14 Days Boarding ($980)

- 10 Days Training ($1,250)

- 1 Private Lesson at pick-up ($140)

 (Save $270)

Our 2 week Board N’ Train program is designed to create a training foundation for

you to build off of or improve upon.  This is “K9 Elementary School” for your dog!

This program focuses on STARTING: Learning systems, social skills, obedience

foundation, and general manners (jumping, waiting, etc;.).

THIS IS NOT A COMPLETED TRAINING PROGRAM.

4 Weeks

+ 1 Private Lesson
$3900

4 Week Board N' Train

On leash Obedience + Socialization

- 28 Days Boarding ($1,960)

- 20 Days Training ($2,500)

- 1 Private Lesson at pick-up ($140)

(Save $700)

Our 4 week Board N’ Train Program will teach on-leash obedience, general manners

(jumping,waiting, quiet, etc.), learning systems, and social skills for you to build on or

maintain. This is “K9 High School'' for your dog!

THIS IS A COMPLETE ON-LEASH OBEDIENCE PROGRAM.

6 Week

+ 1 Private Lesson
$5800

6 Week Board N’ Train

On & Off Leash Obedience + Socialization

-42 Days Boarding ($2,940)

-30 Days Training ($3,750)

1 Private Lesson at pick-up ($140)

(Save $1,030)

Our 6 week Board N’ Train program will focus on off-leash obedience, general manners,

learning systems, and social skills. We’ll get your dog in a place where you can further build on

or simply maintain your ideal “Canine Companion!”

PLEASE NOTE: ALL DESCRIPTIONS ARE A GENERAL GUIDE. EACH DOG LEARNS AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS, WE WORK

WITH EACH DOG AT THE SPEED THAT BEST FITS THEIR PERSONALITY AND PROBLEMS.



TRAINING BASED DAYCARE

PLEASE NOTE:

DUE TO HIGH DEMAND AND OUR BOARDING & DAYCARE BEING DESIGNED TO SUPPORT OUR TRAINING PROGRAM.

WE ARE LIMITING OUR BOARDING & DAYCARE PROGRAM TO DOGS THAT HAVE COMPLETED OUR:

K9 HIGH GROUP CLASSES, 4 PRIVATE LESSONS, OR 2 WEEK BOARD N’ TRAIN.

FOR PUPPIES UNDER 7 MONTHS OLD ENROLLED IN A TRAINING PROGRAM, WE REQUIRE AN EVALUATION TO DETERMINE

APPROPRIATE PRICING FOR OUR BOARDING/DAYCARE PROGRAM.

At K9 Development we provide the highest quality in training-based boarding and daycare. Our goal is to

create the most sound and mentally balanced environment for our K9 guests.  All of our K9 guests receive

highly personalized care and training 24/7.  Our K9 guests are carefully monitored and constantly reviewed

so that adjustments can be made to enhance their overall Training or Boarding & Daycare experience.  Our

programs are individually tailored to meet each dog’s specific needs, while at the same time ensuring the

needs of the pack (as a whole) are being fulfilled.  We teach our K9 guests to have proper manners and

social behavior. We want our K9 guests to be able to enjoy their visit in a stable balanced environment. 

We are dedicated to enhancing the human-dog relationship based on mutual trust and respect. We are

professional dog trainers that have applied our skills toward creating the perfect Boarding & Daycare

environment. We do not only have a combined 50+ years of hands-on experience but have studied and

trained under some of the world's leading authorities on training and behavior.  If you are looking for a

place that can maintain or even improve your dogs’ manners, social skills and self-confidence, a place that

provides appropriate exercise, environmental enrichment; and focuses on your dogs’ state of mind and much

more, then we may be just the place for you!

DAYCARE PRICE DESCRIPTION

Standard Dog $60
Working on maintaining manners and social skills.

Special Handling

Dog
$110

Daycare $70 + Special Handling $40 (Required)

K9 guests that do not know our training program or require special handling (for

example: separation anxiety, Fears, dog/human reactivity, history of aggression/bite

history).

In most cases this fee is temporary. Will be determined by the trainer.

Difficult Dog $195

Daycare  $60 + Qualified Trainers Only $135 (Required)

K9 guests that are only permitted to be handled by our trainers that specialize in

handling strong, aggressive, & potentially dangerous dogs.

In most cases this fee is temporary. Will be determined by the trainer.



TRAINING BASED BOARDING

PLEASE NOTE:

DUE TO HIGH DEMAND AND OUR BOARDING & DAYCARE BEING DESIGNED TO SUPPORT OUR TRAINING PROGRAM.

WE ARE LIMITING OUR BOARDING & DAYCARE PROGRAM TO DOGS THAT HAVE COMPLETED OUR:

K9 HIGH GROUP CLASSES, 4 PRIVATE LESSONS, OR 2 WEEK BOARD N’ TRAIN.

FOR PUPPIES UNDER 7 MONTHS OLD ENROLLED IN A TRAINING PROGRAM, WE REQUIRE AN EVALUATION TO DETERMINE

APPROPRIATE PRICING FOR OUR BOARDING/DAYCARE PROGRAM.

At K9 Development we provide the highest quality in training-based boarding and daycare. Our goal is to create the

most sound and mentally balanced environment for our K9 guests.  All of our K9 guests receive highly personalized care

and training 24/7.  Our K9 guests are carefully monitored and constantly reviewed so that adjustments can be made to

enhance their overall Boarding & Daycare experience.  Our programs are individually tailored to meet each dog’s

specific needs, while at the same time ensuring the needs of the pack (as a whole) are being fulfilled.  We teach our

K9 guests to have proper manners and social behavior. We want our K9 guests to be able to enjoy their visit in a

stable balanced environment.  We are dedicated to enhancing the human-dog relationship based on mutual trust and

respect. We are professional dog trainers that have applied our skills toward creating the perfect Boarding & Daycare

environment. We do not only have a combined 50+ years of hands-on experience but have studied and trained under

some of the world's leading authorities on training and behavior.  If you are looking for a place that can maintain or

even improve your dogs’ manners, social skills and self-confidence, a place that provides appropriate exercise,

environmental enrichment; and focuses on your dogs’ state of mind and much more, then we may be just the place for

you!

BOARDING PRICE DESCRIPTION

Standard Dog $70 Working on and maintaining manners and social skills.

2 Standard Dogs

(shared kennel)
$130

2 K9 Guests in the same kennel, from the same family home.

Not for dogs that fight over food, toys, or resources.

Special Handling Dog $110

Boarding $70 + Special Handling $40 (Required)

K9 guests that do not know our training program or require special handling (for

example: separation anxiety, Fears, dog/human reactivity, history of

aggression/bite history).

In most cases this fee is temporary. Will be determined by the trainer.

Difficult Dog $195

Boarding $70 + Qualified Trainers Only $125 (Required)

K9 guests that are only permitted to be handled by our trainers that specialize in

handling strong, aggressive, & potentially dangerous dogs.

In most cases this fee is temporary. Will be determined by the trainer.



HOW TO BOOK A SERVICE

Instructions Link Notes

1. Go to K9development.com

2. Click the white box, located at

the top right corner of any page

of our website.

“Login or

Create Account”

If you have an existing account, but have forgotten

your password,

please text/call us at 209-858-5134, to reset the

password.

3. Once you login or create an

account,click the blue oval located

on the left side of the page.

“Book Now”

4. Click the box with saying the

Service Wanted
Boarding or

Board N’ Train

Daycare

Evaluation or

Private Training

Group Class

Reservations

Boarding available for dogs that have participated

or completed our training program.

Board N Train available for booking (New Dogs:

Evaluation Required, 2 Week minimum.)

Daycare available for dogs that have participated

or completed our training program.

Evaluation (required prior to starting Private

Training or Board N’ Train)

Private Training Options

Upcoming Classes (enrollment opens two weeks prior

to start date)

Notification list (receive an email when enrollment

for the classes for selected months open.)

5. ● Answer questions to help us better plan for your training.

● Initial Agreements to help save time, at check in.

● Print 2 copies of the “K9 Development Service Agreement”. Initial all highlighted, and sign 2 separate

locations at end. Keep a copy for yourself, and bring the second copy with you.

If you have any questions, please feel free to call/text us at 209-858-5134. Thank you, K9 Development


